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Looking back: Restructuring product development

- Very good start for BlueSpice 4
- The right strategy: cloud and on premises solutions
- New product management and cloud-first strategy work: Upgrade went largely smoothly
- Testing further expanded
- Upload revised
Our topics 2022 and 2023

- Last year: Management systems
- Open source alternative to Confluence
- IT documentation and knowledgebase as a use case
- BlueSpice 4.2 and 4.3
- Integration of BlueSpice pro in Easy Redmine
BlueSpice 4.2

To be published in summer 2022
Upload

- Upload revised
  - Insert all document types via drag and drop
  - Insert document collection quickly into the text
  - New dialogs
  - Multiple upload

- Implementation status: done
Workflow enhancement

- Trigger
  - Workflows start on a specific event
  - Triggers can be managed via a graphical user interface
- Demonstration in talk by Markus Glaser
- Implementation status: done
Word import

- Convert Word files to wiki pages
  - Imports: Texts, lists, tables, headings, formatting, images, footnotes, links.
  - Not: Smart graphics and vector graphics
- Import dialog: e.g. selection of splitting of contents
- Implementation status: done
Tag inspectors

- **Task**
  - Equipping all tags with settings dialogs ("Inspectors")
  - UI unification
- **Examples**: Player, book function, input box, category tree
- **Implementation status**: done
Delivery of standard templates

- BlueSpice will contain standard templates in the future
  - Minutes
  - Project plans
  - To-do list
  - Message boxes
  - and much more

- Implementation status: in progress
BlueSpice 4.3

Expected end 2022
Navigation menu editor

- Assemble and sort menu navigation
  - Via drag & drop
  - Hierarchy of pages is possible ("nesting")
- For this purpose a separate editor has to be built
- Implementation status: in progress (simple version in 4.2)
Template Editing

- Replace "InsertMagic"
  - New booklet
  - Access list: The most important functions at a click
- Implementation status: in progress
Forms

- Send mails function implemented
- Add wiki text template
- Implementation status: **in progress**
Instance Status Overview

- The special site in the cloud should also be available in on-premises systems.
- Implementation status: in progress.
CollabPad

- Separate module for notes, minutes and drafts?
- Implementation status: tech review
Other developments envisaged

Implementation probably 2023
Furthermore, in the queue

- Notifications
  - Remains behind the possibilities
  - Needs to be thoroughly reworked (refactoring)
  - Conception has started
- Tasks / Mentions
  - Mentions function that can be combined with tasks
- Reorganize insertion in Visual Editor
  - Reorganize navigation
  - If necessary, new insert dialog
- DeepL single page translation
- PDF export: Rewrite
Your questions and comments?
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